
Big Bank Paradox: There is at least one Black Swan 
 

 
Appearing on RTE radio’s Sunday Morning show The Business with 
John Murray, Sunday November 22nd: 
 
http://www.rte.ie/radio1/thebusiness/1226243.html 
 
Patrick McNutt advocated a big bank solution to the on-going discussions 
on consolidation amongst the Irish banks. It is the only solution to ensure 
the long term sustainability of Irish banking in the EU and Ireland Inc’s 
competitive advantage in financial services. 
 
A Black Swan 
 
There are 6 banks and with 62 possible permutations. The search for a 
solution or set of solutions that might satisfy international markets, is 
hampered by  a famous problem introduced John Stuart Mill: ‘No amount 
of observations of white swans can allow the inference that all the swans 
are white, but the observation of a single black swan is sufficient to refute 
that conclusion’. 
 
 
Big Bank Inc 
 
The problem of the black swans has become more acute during the search 
for consolidation that highlights once again that Irish banks are looking 
only at the white swans totally relaying on a naïve and unstructured 
approach. In early 2002 when an AIB and BoI merger was mooted, the 
banking executives’ concern was anchored to the possible restrictions of a 
competition law hampering a merger deal. That law has been parked. 
There is an opportunity for a big bank consolidation. There is a black 
swan on the horizon, the big bank, just one Irish bancassurance group, 
established from the ashes of the present debacle and signalling the intent 
of Irish banking to compete into the future as a stronger EU bank.  
 
There is merit in advocating a big bank as a solution to the on-going 
financial crises facing Irish indigenous banks. Trivially, it will happen in 
next few years. In the next few years as the Irish economy competes to 
secure a sustainable cost advantage in the provision of financial services 
in an expanding EU capitalised by mobile capital further bank 
consolidation will be required.. So it is better to achieve that end now in 



2008 that to wait until further market turmoil hasten its realisation in the 
years to come.  
 
 
 
What about competition? 
 
Competition in the 21st century is about innovation and real competition; 
it is not simply about lower prices. Lower prices are the Holy Grail of 
competition - other forces are at work. For example, your mortgage 
payment this month is the direct consequence of ECB rate changes. In the 
EU market an Irish mortgage rate payment in independent of the number 
of banks in Ireland. 
 
In terms of real competition, that is, competition that can lead to a 
sustainable competitive advantage for banks and its customers, 
innovation is key, innovation in financial products and services. More 
innovation will facilitate a faster move towards SEPA, which can happen 
sooner if we have a big bank as no one bank will move first on 
investment in innovation, opting to secure the second mover advantage.  
 
When did you last physically enter a bank branch to conduct a 
transaction? When did you last bank online? For many, online banking is 
the preferred option as it is for banks themselves as they struggle to 
contain cost/income ratios. Bank branches are a high fixed costs for 
banks, so branches are going to close as innovation speeds up, but Ireland 
Inc needs the innovation in banking today not tomorrow.. 
 
Capital injections 
 
Let’s work on the premise that €20b as a maximum may be required to 
align the 6 financial institutions to market expectations. Lower estimates 
are at €10b. The source of the funding will depend ultimately on the new 
corporate structure of the big bank and the signal that a big bank sends to 
the market. That signal has to address bad debts provision and capital 
injections. It would be an amalgamation of the assets of the 6 banks 
presently covered under the guarantee scheme. Asset size €500b. Its 
equity would be composed in first instance by a rights issue to all 
existing shareholders, both institutional and private – many are already 
existing shareholders of individual banks - to avail of new shares in big 
bank.  
 



If not fully subscribed, then respond with selling €xb convertible 
government bonds in big bank or sell National Pension Reserve Fund’s 
bond holdings or access external investment capital or some combination 
of all three. Ultimately, the credit worthiness of big bank will be judged 
by the international markets  
 
 
 
Staff redeployment 
 
Existing 40,000 bank employees could be redeployed across the new big 
bank structure – for example, it may have a commercial loans division 
and a residential mortgage division -  and cost rationalisation amongst the 
workforce could be achieve by an offer of voluntary redundancy plus a 
meritorious allocation of the new shares in big bank.. 
 
We have moved beyond consolidation to achieve national champions, the 
best outcome now is to hope that bank executives will display some 
leadership and recognise that the future of their banks is to be found in a 
big bank consolidation.  
 


